STOP PUNISHMENT WITHOUT CRIME!
25,000+ children are removed every year from UK parents, most of whom have not committed any crimes and who are
not addicted to alcohol or drugs. UK Parents are drastically punished when their young children and newborn babies are
removed for fostering by strangers (relatives are sometimes assessed but usually failed and ignored contrary to the
Children Act 1989) or forced adoption. Many are taken for ‘risk’ of future emotional harm; yet an average of 10,000
children in ‘State care’ go missing every year (all party parliamentary group findings), surely a greater risk? Judgements
published on Bailii prove that Judges rely heavily on hearsay (reports from absent witnesses) in family courts that, unlike
criminal courts, are secret, do not allow trial by jury, refuse to admit relatives or allow parents to call witnesses, refuse a
second expert opinion, quote parents’ previous offences committed 20+ years ago and often forbid parents to contact
their own children. A mother, after reporting the father for sexual abuse, was disbelieved and jailed for 3 years for
meeting her daughter against court orders. Another mother was jailed for sending a birthday card and a father jailed for
waving at his children in care as they passed by in the street. Cases of child abuse or neglect should be dealt with by
criminal courts where parents are presumed innocent of such offences unless proved guilty beyond reasonable doubt.

STOP GAGGING PARENTS & CHILDREN!
Babies are taken at birth for 'RISK of emotional abuse' (often from a long-departed or jailed ex-partner who was violent or
who just shouted when angry). Young children are taken into care because of one unexplained bruise or fracture despite
no previous history of injuries. Parents are judged on mere probabilities (51%) 'guilty of abuse or neglect unless proved
innocent' and their children are fostered permanently or adopted. Parents are gagged in court by their own lawyers. They
are jailed if they reveal their names when protesting in public and sometimes banned by court injunctions from ever
discussing their cases with anyone at all! Children in care are also gagged and usually are not allowed to testify in court
even when begging to do so. Laptops and mobiles are confiscated to isolate them from family and friends. At parents'
contact visits children in care are not allowed to discuss their cases, say they want to go home, complain of sexual or
physical abuse by fosterers or social workers or even speak their own language if they are foreign. If they do any of these
things contact is stopped.

ABOLISH FORCED ADOPTION!
'Forced Adoption' = the adoption of children against the opposition of parents. After adoption, they are never told where
their children are or even if they are alive or dead. Parents are punished for life, but since April (CHILDREN AND FAMILIES
ACT 2014) they can still apply for contact after adoption! In the UK adoption, if contested, must legally be a 'last resort',
yet most other European countries manage without any forced adoptions, proving that other remedies are always
possible. Adverts on the back of a bus offer fosterers £590/week per child, and the National Foster Agency, founded by
two social workers a few years ago, was recently sold for £130million+! Children’s care homes cost an average
£4,000/week per child and the whole system costs over £2 billion/year!

STOP TAKING THE ELDERLY FROM FAMILIES!
Judges in the secret Court of Protection (highway robbery!) call tame psychiatrists to decide that old people (many of
them perfectly lucid) lack 'capacity'. Parents are separated from family and friends and forced into expensive private
nursing homes. Partners and relatives are ejected from their dwellings then the properties are sold after the elderly
persons' bank accounts have been looted to fund social services, lawyers, courts and dubious care homes. Any person
alleged to lack capacity should have the right to call their own medical expert to dispute the allegation and to testify in
court to demonstrate capacity if they wish. They should be free to protest openly to the media and if found to have
capacity, should have the right to choose their own carers.
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All facts and figures can be verified from government statistics or other official sources

